
 

Physics Specialist 
Would you like to contribute to something truly worthwhile? As our new Physics Specialist you will 
work with RaySearch’s innovative software in a quest to fight cancer.   

 
Offer 

At RaySearch you will be part of a company that is on the cutting edge of software development for 
cancer treatment. RaySearch takes great pride in having highly educated staff and very low staff 
turnover. The company offers great staff benefits, flexible working environment and the benefit of 
working for a good cause. In this position you will be reporting to our head office in central 
Stockholm. It entitles a fulltime, permanent work. 

 
About the department and position 

Working in the service department at RaySearch means that you are part of an international team 
that is responsible for installation, support and education of our customers. The department 
collaborates a great deal with our subsidiaries and distributors worldwide. Working in this position 
will therefore give you a good opportunity to travel in Europe and globally. 

As a physicist at the service department one of your main tasks is to create linac beam models for 
our treatment planning system RayStation® to be used at the clinics. You will assist and guide new 
customers during the beam commissioning process. This process is the beginning of a long term 
relationship with the customer, which we believe is very important. 

You will also be involved in teaching, where you will organize and give training in the RayStation® 
commissioning tool and physics models to both customers and distributors. Other tasks include 
handling support cases, collecting feedback from customers and demonstrate RayStation® at trade 
shows and onsite for prospective customers.  
 
 
Qualifications and skills  

We would like to see that you have: 

• Clinical experience from a radiotherapy department 
• MSc in physics, engineering or equivalent; preferably medical/radiation physics 
• Basic linac and dosimetry knowledge 
• Experience of proton ion radiotherapy is considered a merit 
• Experience of education and training is considered a merit 
• Very good knowledge in English is required, good knowledge in French and other languages, 

are considered a merit 



Personal profile  

You will need good interpersonal and communication skills and have the ability to give great service 
to customers. You are a good organizer and administrator, used to take own initiative and work 
independently with you work tasks.  You are analytical in term of problem solving and have the 
ability to rapidly adapt and solve problems when situations changes. 

 

Apply 

You are welcome to send your application including a resume to work@raysearchlabs.com, mark the 
application “Physics Specialist” in the heading. The selection and interviewing process will be 
ongoing, we would like to see the position filled as soon as possible. 

For further information about the position please contact Niclas Borglund 
(niclas.borglund@raysearchlabs.com), Director of Service. 
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